
Future Developments in Photomultiplier Tubes: Part 3 / Large Area Sensing

Developmental direction

Flat-panel photomultiplier tube

The photomultiplier tube of the near future:
larger sensitive area and thinner design
In order to develop one of the advantages of the photomultiplier tube, namely its
wide light-receiving area, to the maximum extent, development of a photosensor is
underway which will allow optical signals over a wide area to be captured all
together. The first step in this objective is to develop a panel-type photomultiplier
tube with a size of 50 mm to 75 mm. Subsequent plans include developing a
model with position detection capability.

Advantages and Possibilities in Large-area Panel-type Photosensor
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The following customer concerns are 
being addressed:
Alternative methods to spreading out a number of optical sensors with 
small photocathode surfaces for detection, which is too expensive
Sensors with a large surface area, that can detect weak optical signals faster
The ability to conduct optical signal detection in locations with limited space

Applications under consideration:
X-ray imaging
Dosimeters
Scintillation cameras
Scintillation probes
Clinical inspection

Semiconductor manufacturing inspection instruments
PC board inspection
LCD/PDP test devices
PET
Experiments in high-energy physics

Case Study Positron imaging system
Real-time imaging of the metabolic activity of water, CO2 ,
and nitrogenous substances in a rose (inside the plant body)
Supporting research targeting the clarification of biological
functions in plant bodies

A rose (cut flower) is
supplied with water
containing 18F over a
period of two hours, and
the flower portion is then
photographed (image
accumulated for 50
minutes). It can be seen
here that water has
collected in the calyx.

The conduction channels in the plant body along which
water was absorbed when the water (containing 18F) was
supplied to the rose were imaged at one-minute intervals.
This shows the point at which the water first flowed
towards the leaves.

Imaging area

System configuration

Future Developments in Photomultiplier Tubes: Part 4 / X-ray and Gamma-ray Sensing

"Compact" and "high-resolution" are the development concepts behind
expansion in applications in compact radiation 
(gamma-ray/x-ray) imaging heads.

Position sensitive
photomultiplier tube
- Cross-wire anode type
- Multi-anode type

I/F

Pre-amp circuit

Voltage divider

Position calculation circuit

Related to signal processing
- Voltage divider
- Pre-amps
- Position calculation circuits

Selecting the right
combination of
scintillators for the
measurement target.

Specifying the detection area
by lining up compact, thin-type
position detecting
photomultiplier tubes in two
dimensional configuration.

Mosaic-type scintillator array
- Csl (Na) - LSO
- BGO - GSO
- Csl (Tl) - YAP

Square envelope 2-D
position-sensitive
PMT (R3941-2)

Position processing circuit
Coincidence counter

Interface circuit

Computer

BGO scintillator mosaic array 
(BGO: 2x2x0mm3, 2.2mm pitch, 23x27)

Annihilation gamma-ray (511eV)

Mesh dynodes

Multi-wire anode

Pre-amp

Resisitive chain

Position processing circuit

Timing signal
Gate signal

Position data


